Partner Oral Practice

Unité 4 : Loisirs et spectacles!

Know: how to use correctly use unit verbs and vocabulary to discuss various forms of entertainment, movies, and your favorite stars; extend, accept and turn down invitations; and describe your relationships with other people.

Understand: that effective communication in a second language requires the speaker/listener to understand that verbs and vocabulary may make distinctions that do not exist in one's own language and that cultural practices influence how people communicate as well as their expectations for communication. Understanding these distinctions are key to understanding the speaker / writer.

DO: I can …

- discuss where French young people like to go in their free time
- discuss what kinds of entertainment French teens prefer
- talk about entertainment (what, how often, where, how, famous people)
- talk about movies (types, French cinema, actors)
- extend, accept and decline invitations

- explain what an object pronoun is
- use object pronouns to refer to myself or others
- give orders/advice using object pronouns
- make / respond to requests using object pronouns
- conjugate the verbs connaître (L15) & savoir (L16)

- talk about whom or what someone knows using connaître
- explain what a direct object pronoun is
- use direct object pronouns to talk about people & things
- talk about people & things in the past
- conjugate the verbs dire, lire, écrire

- describe what people say, read and write
- explain the difference between a direct & indirect objects
- distinguish b/w verbs that take a direct v. indirect object pronoun
- use indirect object pronouns to talk about others
- talk about what one does for others

- distinguish when to use connaître versus savoir to express what someone knows
- use culturally-specific vocabulary and idioms
- use circumlocution when I don’t know a word
- give supporting details for all topics
- give supporting details for all topics